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Cliffside Gas Plant Status Report

Date & Time of Outage: December 3, 2020 at 2330 CT

Cause of Outage: Cold Box Trip

Factors Causing Restart:

- Process swinging instability lead to trip of Cold Box on temperature limit. (Low limit on loop 2074).

Current Status:

- Operations is starting up the plant today.
- Repairs to Booster Compressor belt completed.
- Repairs to oil leak on K-100 Compressor completed.
- Methane pump repairs completed.
- K200 Booster Compressor and K100 Feed Compressor to be started.
- DGA system running normally at full temperature.

Forecast:

- Continue to bring up the plant.

Pipeline Pressure at Cliffside: At 0700 (CT), Tuesday, December 8, 2020 = 1027 psig

Next Report: 0700 (CT) Wednesday, December 9, 2020

Points of Contact: Samuel R.M. Burton, Field Manager, at 806-356-1002
Email sburton@blm.gov

Mark Musick, CHEU Foreman, at 806-477-1256
Email mmusick@blm.gov